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ADEs known to account for up 
to 41% of hospital admissions

Study from LDS Hospital (UT)
Stat-of-art electronic Rx systems

Here investigators found:

6.6 serious & 0.9 fatal ADEs
per 1000 patient days

110 bed hospital = 40 deaths / yr

Arch Int Med
2005;165:1111-6



What we know:

~ 2 million ADEs annually
~ 200,000 life threatening or fatal

Estimates are likely very 
conservative  (underreporting)

How to improve things?
Curb use—seek alternatives
Stop Rx early if ADE
Improve compliance
Careful, ongoing evaluation
Education (provider + patient)
Improve reporting
Pharmacogenetics research

JAMA
2003;289:1107-16



Am J Med
2005;118:251-8



DNA: 
• 4 types of nucleotides
• Each has a phosphate group, a sugar and
a combination of purine or pyrimidine bases:

Adenine    Guanine    Thymine    Cytosine



 Bacteria, apples , porcupines, people have DNA
 All of the DNA of an organism = genome

 Human genome = ~ 3 billion pairs of nucleotides 
 We share same sequence on ~99.9% of the genome
 Still leaves millions of differing locations



 DNA serves as a template 
for mRNA transcription

 Mature mRNA ‘travels’ 
to cytoplasm, undergoes 
translation into protein



 Gene  the unit of inheritance
 Gene  carries instructions to make proteins 
 Carried as segments on chromosomes
 We have 2 copies of each gene (1 from each parent)
 Each of us has 20,000 – 25,000 genes
 Sequence >99% identical in all humans

 Tiny variation in our genes makes each of us unique



 Shortest: a few hundred base pairs long
 Longest: Duchenne MD gene > 2 million base pairs

 Our specific DNA sequence harbors clues to our 
susceptibility to disease and response to drugs 



 Variably defined…………

 Mutation
 Induced from outside the cell by an exogenous factor
 Heritable, not necessarily harmful
 Occurs in < 1% of the population

 Polymorphism
 Induced from within the cell
 Evolution  cell changes to conform / to adapt
 Heritable, not necessarily harmful
 Occurs in at least 1% of the population



-Most common variation is the point mutation
+ > 13 million identified
+ Also insertions, deletions, etc

-Often silent, may be significant
-Directly alter AA-based proteins 
-Directly affect protein’s function

altered DNA segments

The 
Doguck



The science of gene expression turned
on or off from outside the actual DNA

Heritable changes

Twin studies have
been revealing

Stress
Diet
Behavior
Toxins
Other???



Epigenetics in a Nutshell

When the human body is put under exceptional strain 
a range of dormant genes in the DNA are expressed 

and extraordinary physiological processes are 
activated and can be passed on





•A one-point mutation in the Beta Chain
•Normally glutamic acid in the 6th position
•Valine replaces glutamic acid



• Specific genes identified   “hERG”
• Controls ion channels on cardiac cell membranes
• Though rare, numerous within-family deaths

• Specific genetic testing available
• Risk greatly reduced

• Drug therapy
• In-home / implanted defibrillator
• Family resuscitation training



The cystic fibrosis gene resides on
chromosome 7 and normally gives rise
to cystic fibrosis transmembrane
conductance regulator (CFTCR).  The 
most common defect that leads to the
disease is the deletion of 3 nucleotides
from the gene that results in the loss
of one amino acid ( phenylalanine )  
although many other defects have 
been identified.

Chromosome 7

The affected gene that normally codes for
phenylalanine leads to the disease

The defect in chromosome 7 that causes cystic fibrosis
(a recessive disease—each parent must pass on)

“Short” arm

“Long” arm



Charcot- Marie Tooth disease
( hereditary motor & sensory neuropathy )

•Common        1:2500 people in U.S.
•Mutation of PMP22 gene (myelin protein gene)

•Japan  10.5 / 100k
•Italy    17.5 / 100k
•Spain   28.2 / 100k

Duplication in the short arm of 
chromosome 17 (A) vs normal (B)





Pompe Disease

•Mutation in alpha-glucosidase (GAA)

•Essential to glycogen metabolism

•Glycogen accumulates

•Heart & skeletal muscle most affected

•Discovery of GAA gene 

•Enzyme replacement therapy  glycogen accumulation

•Targeted gene therapy



When your diet can save your life
The success story of phenlyketonuria

•Phenylalanine, essential amino acid
•Mutation loss of phenylalanine hydroxylase
•  brain injury

•Disease 100% genetic
•Adversity 100% preventable

•Predictable biochemical or DNA test
•1960 routine newborn screening



1831

•Before Darwin, species viewed as “immutable, fixed”
•Each member an “ideal” – each a “mirror reflection”

•Recognized crucial importance of variation

•Today we are following Darwin’s lead
•Scrutinizing genetic variations that make each unique
•When harnessed may revolutionize health care

Darwin’s voyage continues!

An early foundation of 
“personalized medicine”



Alleles that predispose to ADHD, OCD and
social anxiety disorders may have been
highly adaptive during most of our 
evolutionary history

Being “laid back” may have
meant being a meal for  
a savannah predator

lust for fat & carbohydrate & to
binge eat likely evolved when lack

of refrigeration meant that when prey
was found, humans were 

well advised to binge eat

Likewise, alleles that code our



Genetic variation
is key to understanding
a patient’s response to a Rx



Plavix a “top 5” selling drug

Prodrug activated by CYP2C19

In this study:
22% nonresponders
32% low responders
47% responders

Recent FDA Black Box warning 
regarding risk in nonresponders 

Circulation.  2004;109:166

FDA suggests up to 
14%  carry variants JAMA. 2010;303:1587



Crescente M et al.
Response variability to aspirin as assessed by the platelet function analyzer. 
Thrombosis & Haemostasis. 2008 ;99(1):14-26.

A systematic review: aspirin response

64 populations
53 different studies
6,450 subjects

Aspirin nonresponders  27% (marked variability seen)



 Appreciate genetic & environmental contributions
 Considerations for a non-“cookie-cutter” approach
 Explanation for variation



James Watson    1962 Nobel Laureate

2007:  $2 million to sequence Watson’s genome

He predicted “a revolution if < cost of a Chevrolet”

Today:  <$4500.00      Price will continue to fall

Of current greatest interest to anesthesiology:

•Pain
•Predictability of response to drugs
•Likelihood of adverse response



Direct-to-consumer (DTC) genetic testing

At-home test kit arrives by mail

2-3 weeks later:  on-line access to one’s genetic profile

Currently > 45 DTC testing companies



“Test results can help your
doctor find the right drug—
at the right dose—for you.”

www.dnadirect.com



 Pharmacokinetic: variability in absorption, 
distribution, metabolism or excretion

May include metabolic enzymes 
--Cytochrome P-450 family 
--Drug transport molecules

 Give same drug dose, see
different serum concentration



 Pharmacodynamic: variability in drug effect 
despite equivalent drug delivery

 Variability in function or the
affinity for the target

 Give same drug dose, same serum 
concentrations, yet different effect





•Warfarin: widely prescribed oral anticoagulant 
•Associated hemorrhage a leading cause of ADE/death

•Dosing extremely complex
•Highly variable response  aggressive monitoring 

Landefeld C & Beyth R. Am J Med 1993; 95: 315-318
Levine M et al. Chest 1998; 114: 511S-523S.
Pirmohamed M et al. BMJ 2004; 329: 15-19
Wadelius M et al. Pharmacogenetics J 2005;5:262-270
Rieder MJ et al. NEJM 2005; 352: 2285-2293

MUTATIONAL  FREQUENCY ACROSS ETHNIC GROUPS





The MC1R gene provides instructions for making a protein 
 the melanocortin 1 receptor. This receptor plays an 
important role in normal pigmentation processes

Polymorphisms in the MC1R 
gene are associated with normal 
variations in skin and hair color, 
one being reddish hair

Anesthesiology
2004;101:279



Analogue of MAC used in this study by applying 
repeated noxious electrical stimulation

The MC1R is also found in human pituitary tissue, glial 
cells, and in the human periaqueductal gray matter



PONV and CYP-450

Many antiemetics  P450 metabolism

5-HT3 (ondansetron)  CYP2D6
--Polymorphism  efficacy increased/decreased



A1597 
October 19, 2009
ASA Annual Meeting, Research Presentations

ABCB1 Gene Modulates the Intensity of 
Postoperative Pain in Children
Hôpitaux Universitaires de Genève, Switzerland

Powerful association between the
ABCB1 gene and intensity of postop pain

137 children, 4-16 yo, orthopedic or general surgery

100 known ABCB1 polymorphisms

 altered pain perception & opioid effects in CNS



 Membrane bound hemoproteins that catalyze 
the  oxidation of organic compounds

Steroidogenesis by P450 enzymes



 Effectiveness strongly associated with genetics

 First published article on pharmacogenetics??
 Case reports of prolonged paralysis with Sch 



Discovery of perhaps the first
known pharmacogenetic disorder

Kalow W.
J Pharmacol Exp Ther 1957; 120:203



 Inherited variation of drug metabolism 
involving cholinesterase

 Heterozygotes  3-8 x normal recovery period 
 Homozygotes up to 60 x normal recovery time

Allele:
the genes found
at the same locus
on different
homologous 
chromosomes



 Half-life dependent upon cytochrome P-450 system 
 CYP2C19,  CYP3A4,  CYP3A5

 Polymorphism 4x longer T1/2 of diazepam in 
homozygotes

 Midazolam variability has weaker association, has 
means of clearance other than P-450 system



……

Biochemical
Action

The
Prodrug
Concept



1. Redistribution (fast!)
2. Metabolism (30-60 mins)
3. Metabolism from VPG (2-45 hrs)

2
3

>190 known mutations
of the producing gene

1
Propofol kinetics



 Mu receptor variant associated with decreased 
adverse effects (N/V, sedation) with morphine

 Large inter-individual differences

 P-450 polymorphism  (CYP2D6)
Pro-drug codeinemorphine
Nonresponders 0.5% China, 29% Ethiopia, 5% US  



 Genelex (Seattle) advertises testing for CYP2D6 
implying knowledge correct pain Rx

 COMT degrades norepi and dopamine
 Mutation altered pain sensitivity

 Would knowledge better insight and Rx?



 Many metabolized by cytochrome enzymes

 Metabolism significantly slowed or speeded 
in individuals with specific allele  variation



The major metabolic pathways for NSAID inactivation
and elimination are via the cytochrome P450 enzymes,
glucoronide conjugation, and sulphate conjugation

All are gene
based processes



 Disorder of skeletal muscle Ca++ metabolism
 Triggered by administration of volatile agent/Sux

 Susceptibility linked to ryanodine receptor locus
 > 23 different associated polymorphisms

 A pharmaco-environ-genetic disorder

Primary efflux pathway for Ca++

release from SR



-Electron tomography & electron crystallography
-Reconstructed “views” 

Ryanodine receptor: 
Channel regulating calcium

Protein
Product of 3 genes

Skeletal & heart muscle
Stomach
Endothelium
Brain

Defect
Arrhythmogenic dysplasia
Cardiomyopathy
MH



Atrial fibrillation after CABG (chromosome 4q25 region)

Long QT syndrome

Who may/may not  benefit from β adrenergic blockade

NORMAL          ABNORMAL     

Ideogram

4q25 region



 Genetic medicine is at the tipping point
 The pace of medical research/progress is not linear

 50 years slow progress ≠ continued slow progress!

 Great progress with SSD
 Insert normal Hgb gene into bone marrow
 Drugs that block sickling

Application

C
ost

K
n

ow
ledge

The
Tipping
Point



In vivo gene therapy

Therapeutic DNA is injected directly into the 
body cells via one of two types of viruses





Ex vivo gene therapy

Remove cells from body, add the specific DNA,
return them to the patient



Statistical
• If toxic or failed response is 1:1000, then doing a

study that enrolls 20K treated will identify only 20

• We do not have a functional mass reporting system

Economical
• Expensive 
• Rx companies not motivated to reduce market size



Regulatory
• FDA cool to require genetic testing

Providers
• Data & tests exist, evidence-based use lacking

Logistical
• Current infrastructure inadequate
• Testing largely done in centralized labs
• Shipping/time delay dissuades use

Ethical
• “leave mother nature alone”
• Religious objections
• “not always good to know”
•Create genetic “under-class”



• Cost will decrease
• Testing will be widely available
• Knowledge will fuel interventions
• Interventions will improve outcome
• Primary care  “genetic medicine”
• Ban on genetic discrimination
• Great controversy will continue!



Era of personalized medicine

•Approach to care based on the individual

•Consider age, comorbidity, personal preferences

•Individual genomic information in Rx selection

Selected Genomic Biomarkers

Biomarker Disease Drug

C-kit GI stromal tumor Imatinib mesylate
CCRS HIV Maraviroc
P-450 variants Many disorders Warfarin, voriconazole
EGFR Non small cell lung CA Erlotinib
HER2 Breast CA Trastuzumab



The Matchstick Men

LS Lowry
English
1887-1976
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